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ABSTRACT A large number of shipments are moved everyday domestically and internationally. A con-
siderable number of items such as food, commodities, and pharmaceutical drugs are prone to damage in
transit. This can be caused due to various reasons such as improper storage conditions and exposure to air or
sunlight. The Internet of Things (IoT) has been used to enhance fundamental shipment tracking by improving
transparency and visibility to such transport systems. This paper introduces a blockchain-powered smart
container system (CryptoCargo) that monitors the conditions of the shipment and detects any violations
that may damage its contents. These violations are recorded on the blockchain via smart contracts, which
provides a secure and immutable storage thereby improving its trustworthiness in an inherently trustless
environment comprising ofmultiple stakeholders.We present the design and implementation of CryptoCargo
including architectural concerns and implementation details using a test Ethereum blockchain platform and
cloud services. Moreover, we present details of thorough evaluation of the system to validate its function as
well as to assess its effectiveness with respect to performance efficiency and real-time operation. We have
made our smart contract code publicly available on Github.

INDEX TERMS Blockchain, IoT, cloud computing, supply chain, smart shipping, Ethereum, trust.

I. INTRODUCTION
A large number of containers are being shipped on a daily
basis among numerous entities. As shbbown by [1], 753 mil-
lion twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs) of containers were
handled in ports in 2017 worldwide. The absence of accu-
rate real-time visibility to the state of freight throughout its
shipment process is despised by stakeholders. Disputes and
claims are likely to be raised if the shipped goods sustain
any damage. In addition to the possible loss of the items,
such disputes can result in additional costs and losses to all
parties involved. Therefore, there is an omnipresent need for
a practice that would help protect the rights of stakeholders
and shippers and resolve conflicts.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Derek Abbott .

As a shipment is being transported, it is susceptible to
various types of damages. This depends on the sensitivity
of the product being transported to the environment. A cold
chain is typically implemented for these type of shipments.
As shown in Fig. 1, a cold chain is a temperature-regulated
supply chain that manages items that require storage in spe-
cific temperatures. The most common sources that could
damage these items is subjecting them to extreme temper-
atures, humidity levels, and luminosity conditions. Special
containers are used to move such sensitive items such as
human organs, vaccines, chemicals, meat, dairy products, etc.
Poor and incorrect packing of these transport units contributes
to 65% of cargo damage claims [2]. Additionally, the integrity
of resilient and reliable containers may still be compromised
if it was opened or subjected to severe vibrations or shock
movements. Shipments are also often vulnerable to burglary
attempts; a recent study by BSI Supply Chain Services and
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FIGURE 1. Cold supply chain for temperature-sensitive shipments.

Solutions highlighted global cargo theft from road vehicles
accounted for 84% of all modalities of theft [3]. Therefore,
tracking the shipment path is as important as monitoring the
vitals of shipment such as its temperature.

A report byMaersk revealed that a shipment of refrigerated
goods from East Africa to Europe could move through nearly
30 different parties, with more than 200 different interactions
among them [4]. At each stage, several risk factors threatens
the health of the shipment andmakes it susceptible to damage,
which might increase the cost on the involved stakeholders.
A study [5] declares that there are $140 billion tied up daily
in disputes for payments in the transportation industry. This
insinuates that organizations and individuals in a supply chain
need real-time data about their shipments to make decisions.
Therein, a dependable solution is required to ensure the safe-
guarding of the cargo’s integrity and the continuous tracking
of the transported goods. In particular, the shipment needs
to be continuously monitored for vital signs and provide
immediate alerts to the stakeholders in case of detection of
any abnormalities. Furthermore, all gathered data need to
be securely stored and made available to stakeholders in a
trustworthy manner as to protect against potential collusion
or data tampering.

Our blockchain-powered smart shipping container aims to
provide an enhanced supply chainmanagement experience by
offering real-time insights and increased visibility throughout
the shipment process. Hence, allowing involved parties to
collaborate together and work in a proactive manner. In brief,
the main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
• We examine the underlying causes that lead to ship-
ments’ damage and eventually disputes between the par-
ties involved in a shipment’s life-cycle.

• We propose a solution to monitor sensitive shipments
by tracking it using a smart container. This container
is capable of continuous measurement and recording of
vital signs of the shipment’s well-being and integrity,
as well as constantly tracking its path.

• We design an automated monitoring system that detects
real-time violations or abnormalities. This system uti-
lizes blockchain smart contracts to record these vio-
lations by pushing immediate alerts on the immutable
blockchain network where it is broadcasted to all rele-
vant parties.

• We provide a cloud service as an off-chain storage
solution for enhanced usability. The cloud server stores
monitoring data that are not required to be recorded on

the blockchain. We also create a user-friendly front-end
decentralized application (DApp) that offers global
access to the data stored in the cloud and on the
blockchain.

• We implement the solution including the blockchain
smart contracts,1 cloud services, and web applications
using their respective platforms.We integrate all parts of
the system and perform elaborate testing using different
scenarios. Finally, we provide comprehensive evaluation
of the system performance.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II presents background information about the tech-
nology used for the proposed system. Section III provides
a brief review of the work done that is relevant to ours.
Section IV presents the system architecture and design of the
proposed system, while the implementation of this design is
elaborated in section V. Section VI presents a thorough evalu-
ation of the proposed system including testing and validation
with respect to primary requirements. Section VII present the
challenges faced and future improvements for this project.
Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
This section will discuss important technologies used to
develop the solution, including Microsoft Azure, blockchain,
and Infura.

A. MICROSOFT AZURE
Microsoft Azure is a cloud computing service provided by
Microsoft creating, developing, deploying, and managing
applications, resources, and services. According to the NIST
definition, Cloud computing is a model for providing ‘‘ubiq-
uitous, convenient, on-demand’’ access to a shared pool of
computing resources that can rapidly be launched with min-
imal service provider intervention [6]. Azure provides many
services that provide different service models; infrastructure,
platform, software, function, artificial intelligence, and smart
contracts as services. For example, there are services for
communicating with IoT devices, storage services, database
servers, virtual computing machines, and web app services.
Using the Azure Cloud, programs can be developed with
availability, security, and scalability guarantees.

B. BLOCKCHAIN
Blockchain has been mostly known for its application in
cryptocurrencies such as the Bitcoin [7]. Blockchain provides
an immutable record that consists of a series of time-stamped,
chained blocks of data that hold transactions [8]. Before
executing and confirming transactions, miners first validate
transactions and blocks of anonymous identities and then
verify the availability of resources. Each block is linked to the
previous block, thus ensuring that the chain is never broken
and that the new block is permanently recorded. Depending
upon the consensus algorithm used and other dynamics of the
blockchain implementation, miners usually get rewarded for

1https://github.com/CryptoCargo/violations
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verifying transactions, forming blocks, and appending them
to the chain of blocks.

Blockchain’s collective trust model is based on four main
pillars: a shared ledger, cryptography techniques, consen-
sus protocols, and smart contracts. It consists of a shared,
immutable ledger which is not managed by a single node,
but by a cluster of nodes in a decentralized peer-to-peer
manner. The cryptographic technology used in the blockchain
involves SHA-2 and Elliptic-curve cryptography (ECC). The
blockchain can incorporate consensus protocols that guaran-
tee consent between different entities making it more secure
and fault-tolerant. Additionally, through the collective con-
sensus, one single truth is always reached. Examples of such
protocols are the Proof-of-Work (PoW) and Proof-of-Stake
(PoS). For instance, PoW consensus protocol functions by
having miners use the block header hash and nonce values
to compete in solving a puzzle. The nature of the puzzle is
asymmetric, meaning that it is hard for miners to solve it,
yet it is easy for the network to verify it. The first miner to
successfully solve it is considered the winner and is rewarded.
This protocol is effective as attacking the network is not
possible through since 51% of the peers in the network will be
needed to collude together. In contrast, a different consensus
protocol, Proof of Stake, 51% of the cryptocurrency available
is needed to be acquired by one entity or a group of collud-
ing members to put the network down. However, it can be
assumed that the attackers would not be interested in a net-
work where they own over half the stakes in it, and therefore,
there is no need for it to exist [9]. The integrity of blocks in
the blockchain is secured by including the Merkle tree in the
header, which stores the hashes of state root, transaction root,
and receipt root. A smart contract is a computer protocol that
allows for code execution and helps transform the blockchain
into a computational framework. It allows executing logic
and storing state. However, smart contract functionality is not
available on all blockchain distributed computing platforms.

These fundamentals concepts help make the decentralized
blockchain network a permanent, append-only distributed
ledger that represents a conclusive trust model. Through
these features, the blockchain brings about increased trans-
parency and auditing potential and increases the resiliency
and integrity of the data [10], [11].

C. ETHEREUM
Blockchain-based distributed computing platforms are well
known for their application in cryptocurrency. As opposed
to Bitcoin, Ethereum allows for embedding business logic
through its smart contracts besides the transfer of value
(Ethers). A smart contract can be seen as a piece of software
intended to enforce a set of pre-defined rules without the
need for any third parties. Smart contracts allow for code
execution and thus help transform the blockchain into a
computational framework. Smart contracts are written in a
high-level language called Solidity. Once compiled, they are
transformed into bytecode, which is then read and executed
on decentralized virtual machines known as EthereumVirtual

Machines (EVM). EVMs make use of their built-in instruc-
tions set and execute such scripts using international networks
of public nodes. Smart contracts allow for increased auton-
omy, automation, and usability of the Ethereum network.

D. INFURA
A smart contract’s development life cycle often iterates
through a local development stage using a locally simulated
blockchain network such as Ganache. Afterward, it goes
through being deployed on the test Ethereum network (Test-
net), before being finally deployed on the main Ethereum
network (Mainnet). However, to interact with the Ethereum
blockchain network, access to an Ethereum node in the net-
work is needed. Infura is a hosted Ethereum node cluster
that allows blockchain users to run their applications without
the need to install full Ethereum nodes locally [12]. It pro-
vides a Web3.js API suite that enables the communication
with the Ethereum network through the use of a remote
node over Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) [13]. Web3.js,
which is the most used JavaScript interface to the blockchain,
allows for interaction with smart contracts as if they were JS
objects. It converts JSON interfaces and calls into low-level
Application Binary Interface (ABI) over RPC. Furthermore,
Metamask is a browser extension that injects Web3 into the
browser and hence delivers the same capabilities as Infura.
In fact, Infura is the Ethereum provider that powers Meta-
mask. Besides being a Web3 provider, Metamask also deliv-
ers an Ethereum wallet that acts as a browser-based wallet
RPC client. Such features of Metamask has shaped it into
becoming the standard for DApps. A DApp is an application
that acts as the front-end for a distributed computing back-end
that is typically paired with the blockchain. Integrating a
DApp’s front-end using Web3.js often requires additional
libraries that can be found from Node.js. Node.js is an
open-source JavaScript run-time environment that executes
JavaScript code on the server-side. It is cross-platform and
uses Chrome’s JavaScript in run time for deploying fast and
scalable network applications [14].

All of these technologies were utilized in order to achieve
the system requirements. Explaining the foundations and
concepts behind them is vital to fully comprehend the pro-
posed approach and the technical choices. Cloud services,
and specifically Microsoft Azure services were exploited
along with the Ethereum blockchain network to complement
the use of IoT in tracking sensitive shipments. The shipping
container has a controller that connects to the cloud server
to transfer data about the shipment. In addition, it contacts
the Ethereum blockchain through the Infura gateway to report
violations.

III. RELATED WORK
This section presents an overview of the relevant research in
the field of monitoring and tracking shipments using decen-
tralized technology. The blockchain technology has not yet
been fully adopted to track shipments but several efforts have
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been made to achieve blockchain-based solutions for this
use-case.

Some research work, such as in [15]–[17], argue that the
application of the blockchain along with IoT devices can
greatly complement supply chain solutions and provide extra
value to the work flow by increasing its effectiveness and effi-
ciency. Saberi et al.explored the role of blockchain in building
a sustainable supply chain [15]. They presented some of
the main obstacles that hinder the adoption of blockchain
in a comprehensive manner. The authors categorizes these
into four categories: inter-organisational, intraorganisational,
technical, and external barriers. Francisco et al.provided a
conceptual model based on the Unified Theory of Accep-
tance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) [16]. The authors
utilize this model to present several research propositions
that empower the endorsement of the blockchain technology
in the field of supply chain. This model offers better trans-
parency and traceability of the supply chain by endorsing six
of the research variables mentioned in the UTAUT. In addi-
tion to general application of the blockchain in the realm
of supply chain, Rejeb et al.address this implementation by
combining the blockchain technology with IoT [17]. The
authors in this paper discuss how this consolidation can help
enhance the current supply chain applications. They specifi-
cally propose six key suggestions that summarize how lever-
aging the blockchain technology can benefit IoT applications.

A lot of research has been conducted on applying the
blockchain technology to IoT-based solutions. However,
we are specifically interested in employing the blockchain
network on IoT devices used for shipping purposes. Practi-
cally implemented blockchain-IoT solutions for shipping are
hardly found in the literature. Despite that, the theoretical
work for potential adoption of the blockchain in this industry
is sufficient enough to be used as building blocks to develop
and implement our solution. Yang discusses the intent for
adopting the blockchain technology to digitalize current mar-
itime shipping [18]. The author conducts a study and presents
key factors that affect this adoption and how can they increase
the efficacy and effectiveness ofmaritime shipping. The study
also examines the usability of the blockchain technology to
the operators of existing supply chains. In addition, the chal-
lenges that face implementing the blockchain technology
are presented in this paper, such as revising and unifying
existing standards, the system scalability, interoperability,
and the ambiguity regarding regulatory affairs. Di Gregorio
et al.also describe in a study the likeliness of introducing
blockchain in maritime shipping [19]. This is done through
presenting research findings in addition to conducting several
interviews with professionals from the shipping industry. The
aggregated is analysed with scenario-based techniques and
using a model known as TASC model. The authors presented
their findings and showcased the opportunities of deploying
the blockchain technology as well as the potential risks. This
helps managers make an informed decision by taking advan-
tage of the available opportunity of blockchain while mini-
mizing risks and uncertainties. Jović et al.also review several

noteworthy examples of attempts at digitizing seaports [20].
The authors also identify some crucial drawbacks that are
inhibiting the introduction of blockchain, such as the lack of
a common standard, scalability issues, and the learning curve
for learning blockchain concepts. Li et al.present a com-
prehensive survey of seven blockchain-based applications in
the shipping industry [21]. In light of these applications,
the authors discuss the value added by the blockchain and
improvements in terms of cost, transparency, and effective-
ness. Furthermore, several critical aspects are recognized in
order to utilize the blockchain efficiently. These include but
are not limited to scalability concerns, security and interop-
erability, and legal compliance.

Tsiulin et al.also examined in their paper the tendency of
employing the blockchain in the shipping industry [22]. The
paper also discusses the feasibility of using the blockchain
technology into the current existing supply chain workflow.
The authors conduct a thorough review of the available lit-
erature and projects and construct a framework realizing the
effect of blockchain in the realm of maritime port manage-
ment. They report that current blockchain-based applications
tend to prioritize the same features in contrast to traditional
solutions. Bavassano et al.published a study to explain clearly
the possible impact that the blockchain technology could have
on the shipping industry and logistics [23]. By exploring the
literature, data from the media, and input from, this study
specifies the actors that affect the blockchain adoption the
most in addition to the biggest challenges as well. The paper
also demonstrates various options available on the market.
The authors conclude from their study that the biggest chal-
lenge that faces full adoption of blockchain is the regulatory
standard, or rather the lack thereof. In addition to the research
done on the potential of blockchain in the field of shipping,
a paper by Iakushkin et al.presented an implementation for
a blockchain-supported smart container [24]. This container
provides users the ability to track the location of the shipment
as it is transported. In addition, the container is locked and
can only be accessed by users that are pre-registered users
recorded using smart contracts.

Besides the work done in the literature on the implemen-
tation of blockchain in the supply chains, several imple-
mentations of blockchain-powered shipping have been intro-
duced by leading firms. With the recent advancements in
IoT and blockchain solutions, companies in the transporta-
tion and logistics industry have adopted such technologies to
improve their quality of service.Maersk, which is responsible
for 18% of the global container trade, has introduced its
Remote Container Management (RCM) solution to its fleet
of 300,000 refrigerated containers [25]. Through its piloted
RCM, Maersk enabled its containers to monitor and send
data such as temperature and location to its cloud. By doing
so, Maersk has managed to lower its physical inspection to
only inspect 60% of its containers. In 2018, Maersk and
IBM ventured to develop the TradeLens platform, which
they described as the first blockchain-powered platform for
supply chain applications in the industry [26]. Their use of
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blockchain is intended to offer better paper trail management,
where the paperwork regarding shipment information and
officials’ approvals are all submitted through a blockchain
digitized infrastructure. In doing so, they aim to reduce delays
by automating the paperwork, eliminate frauds and errors,
and minimize costs, which is expected to be the equivalent of
only 1/5 of the actual physical paperwork costs. TradeLens
has been recently put in a trial, as Maersk has been working
with ecosystem partners to identify opportunities to prevent
delays and have managed to record more than 154 million
shipping events. Similarly, in an ICO, the Swiss company
Smart Containers has revealed its aims to combine IoT sen-
sors and blockchain to rent out airfreight containers used
for food and medicine transportation [27]. Smart Containers
claim that their products, Food Guardians and Sky Cell,
allow them to lower the temperature deviations of sensitive
pharmaceutical shipments to 0.1%, compared to the average
rate of 8.5%, which rises to 15-20% in the Middle East [5].
Likewise, the purpose behind their adoption to the blockchain
is to better manage paper documentations.

IV. BLOCKCHAIN-BASED SOLUTION
In this paper, we propose a cost-effective blockchain-powered
shipping container that aims to address the need to have a
traceable supply chain, where each stakeholder can view the
status and progress of its shipment. Accurate vital data points
about the container are continuously monitored with built-in
sensors and pushed through a real-time exchange mechanism
to the cloud. Users will be equipped with a mobile application
that pulls the data from the cloud. Similarly, in case of detec-
tion of any abnormalities, users will be immediately notified
with data that is retrieved from a security-rich, transparent
blockchain network.

We propose a blockchain-based container that is designed
to achieve the integrity and safety of the items being delivered
by continuously tracking its location and vital signs through
its journey. The smart container is designed to encompass
sensors that will provide precise data readings pertaining
to temperature conditions, container integrity, and position
tracking. Our choices of the actual physical components used
are impacted by our intentions of making the solution highly
efficient, as well as maintaining cost-effectiveness and size
flexibility. They are also affected by the characteristics of the
environment in which our product operates. The container
accurately processes and manages the data received from the
sensors as well as communicating them in real-time to the
different stakeholders. After refining the data, it is pushed
to an always-available cloud server. Users can then retrieve
backups of the data by pulling them via the mobile applica-
tion. Most importantly, any violations recorded need to be
registered on the blockchain, and subsequently, all relevant
participants will be notified via the connected application.
By utilizing the blockchain, we inherit its peer-to-peer trust
model, where no single entity can modify any record without
the consensus of others on the network.

FIGURE 2. Main capabilities of the blockchain-powered smart container.

As highlighted in Fig. 2, the key features of our proposed
solution are: monitoring item status, tracking shipment,
alerting relevant entities of any breach, and secure and
reliable record of shipment data and events for customer
consumption.

In order to achieve its key features, sensors are placed to
monitor and measure the temperature, humidity levels, and
light exposure, as well as detecting when the container is
opened. The container is being tracked at all times using
a GPS logger. This can be used to alert if a shipment is
going out, of course, in critical scenarios. Whenever one
of the monitoring metrics is violated, such as opening the
container without permission, the user gets a real-time update
and is notified instantly on their mobile device. Finally, all
records and events need to be stored in a way that makes
them accessible from anywhere. The storage feature will
involve both cloud services and the blockchain. The cloud
services are used for providing live monitoring metrics of the
container as well as other non-critical data. The blockchain is
used to securely record any detected violations, which means
they are tamper-proof. The cloud is used to store some data
as the blockchain is expensive to conduct transactions and
is not suitable for transactions of larger sizes. Furthermore,
blockchains by design are not computationally efficient for
query processing and therefore storing all data on blockchain
risks performance efficiency.

A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The proposed system consists of four major subsystems:
the container, the cloud, the blockchain, and the web appli-
cation. The overall system follows a client-server model
and uses different communication mediums and protocols
to handle the interoperability of these diverse subsystems.
A high-level overview of the proposed architecture is pre-
sented in Fig. 3. The IoT container communicates with both
Ethereum blockchain (to record violations) and the cloud
(to store non-critical data). To connect the container with
Ethereum and the cloud, a 4G connection is used. The Infura
Ethereum client is utilized to perform API calls between
both the container and mobile client with Infura and thus,
with Ethereum. The mobile client adopts a simpler way of
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FIGURE 3. Proposed system architecture for the blockchain-based smart shipping container.

performing transactions between the clients and the Ethereum
smart contract. It sends messages to Azure’s IoT Hub service,
which acts as a gateway to communicate with the cloud over
MQTT.

The cloud subsystem of the smart shipping container han-
dles the monitoring and tracking of the container, as well as
the user to device messaging during the setup stage. A web
application is hosted on the cloud to provide the monitoring
means for users. Sensor readings are routed from the IoT
Hub and stored in the blob storage. The stored data is then
picked up by the web application and is presented visually
to the users through the application front-end. In addition,
the web application utilizes a database to store different users,
along with their corresponding registered shipping contain-
ers. Moreover, the application listens for any violation on the
Ethereum smart contract and sends a notification email to the
user. Users can access monitoring and tracking features via a
web browser through the web application.

B. COMMUNICATION MODEL
In view of the complex interactions between different sub-
systems, it is paramount to generate a communication model
to understand how these subsystems exchange information.
The smart shipping containers are equipped with SDKs and
libraries to communicate with different APIs of various
servers. The on-board Infura client uses APIs that commu-
nicate over HTTPS, while the Azure IoT Hub will use its
own protocols to communicate with the shipping container
via MQTT. The user can access the data stored in the cloud’s

database via an HTTPS request. In addition, it is important
to note how the container will be able to establish this com-
munication. For the use-case of the shipment container, it is
most logical to use a 4G connection rather than Wi-Fi as the
packagewould constantly be on themove. This setup required
a separate slave device connected serially to with our master
device, which utilizes the Web3 APIs separately. With all
these points in perspective, the model presented in Fig. 4 was
devised.

C. SYSTEM DESIGN
This section discusses the technology choices taken to
achieve the objectives of the system. The decisions
were made regarding cloud services and the blockchain
infrastructure.

1) CLOUD AND SERVER TECHNOLOGY
Choosing to work with a cloud solution for this IoT system
is a lot more favorable as compared to establishing an MQTT
or HTTP server from scratch. Cloud platforms provide high
availability, secure and safe data transfer, and storage and
processing capabilities. In addition, it significantlyminimizes
the developmental time and expense. The cloud platform
is used to handle messages from the devices, manage data
storage, and host the web-based application of the system,
as well as programs that need to be always running. There are
many available IoT Cloud solution providers in the market.
Some examples include Azure IoT Hub, AWS IoT Core,
and Google Cloud IoT Core. All of the mentioned services
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FIGURE 4. Communication model demonstrating how the system components exchange information.

provide a reliable and secure IoT solution platform that could
scale to millions of devices. Azure’s IoT Hub was selected
because it can be integrated with other Azure services seam-
lessly. Azure IoT Hub is also versatile as it supports MQTT,
HTTPS, AMQP, and web sockets [28]. Moreover, using
Azure IoT Hub for the development of this purpose was
suitable as a free pricing tier that allowed for up to 8,000 mes-
sages per day [29], which is sufficient for the development
and testing purposes. The technology selection choices and
decision making does not stop with selecting the cloud ser-
vice provider. It was also critical to design the architecture
of the smart shipping container system on the cloud, which
includes selecting services to use and interactions among
them. Fig. 5 showcases the design of the architecture of the
Azure-hosted subsystem of the system.

The IoT Hub acts as the gateway between the cloud and
the device. All device messages will be received on the hub.
This ensures the separation of concerns between the IoT
device development and cloud development. The services on
the cloud are not aware of how the messages are sent to
the hub and are not concerned with the used protocol and
communication security. This is all handled by the IoT Hub
service. Messages are not automatically stored by Azure’s
IoT Hub. They are rather events that can be listened to. Azure
IoT Hub does provide a built-in feature to route messages
to a blob storage account. However, the data is organized
according to the order of the message’s arrival as presumed
by their time-stamp, rather than being classified by other
dynamic parameters, such as the source device ID and the
shipment ID the device is linked to. Thus, a program is needed
to process the messages as they arrive at the hub. A microser-
vice could be created and launched on a virtual machine on
the cloud. However, it is more cost-effective to use Azure
Functions, which follow the Functions-as-a-Service (FaaS)
model, in which users are charged for the actual compute per-
formed. This is desirable as the program is only needed when
a message arrival trigger happens and does not need to be on

all the time in addition to the functionality being relatively
lightweight. Thus, dedicating a microservice for it would be
inefficient. In addition, using FaaS speeds up the development
process, as only the source code needs to be publishedwithout
having concerns over hosting. Additionally, another function
was deployed to send email notifications when a transaction
is recorded on the smart contract on Ethereum.

The data in the messages received from devices is in JSON
format. To visualize the data on the web application using
JavaScript, JSON format is used. Thus, it is more efficient
to store the data as it is in JSON rather than converting to
SQL tables, for example, and then converting back when
retrieving. In addition, SQL databases are more useful for
referential data that could be used for indexing and searching.
Since sensor readings are more of raw bulk block data that are
more likely to be read sequentially, it is better to use Azure’s
Blob Storage for this scenario. Azure blobs are easier to scale
for object storage of text and binary data. In addition, a blob
storage account is less costly for storing the large sizes of
data expected from containers than an SQL server [30], [31].
A Web App Service was selected to be the means of hosting
the web application in this solution. A web app service pro-
vides a Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) model for developing,
launching, and hosting web applications. This approach was
chosen rather than running a server on a computing resource
to save development time and avoid having concerns on the
running stack. The web application will be developed in PHP
with MySQL, with a front-end website running HTML, CSS,
and JavaScript, along with the Bootstrap framework. The
flow of data receiving the IoT client message in the IoT hub
till the storage in Azure blob storage is presented in Fig.6 for
better readability.

2) BLOCKCHAIN INFRASTRUCTURE & SMART CONTRACT
Ready end-user DApps have their smart contracts deployed
on the main Ethereum network (Mainnet). Mainnet is
the open-sourced functional blockchain where actual
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FIGURE 5. Cloud services subsystem architecture hosted on Azure.

FIGURE 6. Data flow in the Azure cloud server.

transactions take place in the publicly verifiable distributed
ledger. The cryptocurrencies found in the Mainnet hold real
monetary value. Miners are incentivized to validate transac-
tions as they are rewarded with native coins, as well as the
transaction fees paid by the participants [32].

Test Networks (Testnets) are blockchain environments that
exist to offermore convenient development and testing oppor-
tunities for smart contracts and DApps while avoiding the
disruption of the main Ethereum Network. The cryptocur-
rencies in Testnets do not possess any real economic value.
Testnets use the same technology and software as those found
in the Mainnet Ethereum blockchain; hence, simulating a
real-world Ethereum network and EVMs environment that
would exist on the Mainnet, but without real tokens and
Ether. Testnet Ethereumwallets can be filled for free from the

available pool of Ethereum faucets. Besides the free transac-
tion costs and lower transaction frequency rates, miners on
the Testnets do not receive any economic benefits [32], [33].
From the available Testnets, Ropsten most closely resembles
Ethereum’sMainnet as it runs similar protocols. For instance,
it uses the same consensus algorithm as the Mainnet, which
is Proof of Work. It allows developers to upload and interact
with smart contracts without paying the cost of gas, as well
as simulate our protocol just as it would work on the Mainnet
itself. Once the development is complete, we can then easily
deploy and run our smart contract and DApps on Ethereum’s
mainnet.

An alternative to locally deploying a full Ethereum node is
to remotely connect to a hosted Ethereum node. Infura, which
is operated by the EthereumDevelopment Studio, Consensys,
hosts full Ethereum nodes and opens up interfaces to allow
access to their full nodes. Its microservice-driven architecture
offers a world-class decentralized architecture that promotes
JSON-RPC over HTTPS and WebSocket [4]. It also supports
Web3.0 apps, which can be used as a JS library to integrate
with the DApp’s front-end. In 2018, Infura’s Ethereum full
nodes accounted for around 10% of the total 11,803 Ethereum
full nodes available worldwide. Infura relies on cloud servers
hosted by Amazon, which can indirectly explain how its high
reliability is achieved. It also powers several other tools used
in DApps such as Metamask and Truffle and offers access to
Ethereum Mainnet, as well as Testnets [34].

The use of Infura can shift the focus of developers towards
solely focusing on the development of DApps, while Infura
can simultaneously ensure high availability, 99.9% uptime
guarantee of its nodes, as well as respond to maintenance
concerns. Consequently, consumers achieve better energy and
power consolidation and hence endure fewer costs. Besides,
Infura makes a wide variety of development tools, APIs, and
documentation available to the end-user. It also provides users
with a dashboard that may help them gain better insights
regarding statistics of their DApps and network performance
metrics. Choosing to use Infura rather than deploying a
full Ethereum Node helps us accelerate the development of
our DApps while ensuring higher availability and scalability
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FIGURE 7. Blockchain logical flow of data from function inputs to
triggering events.

prospects. The privacy challenges that accompany it remain
under control, as Infura does not deal with the private keys of
the Ethereum wallet, Metamask in our case. Privacy leakage
concerns are limited to the wallet address and the IP address.

The recordings of violations in our IoT container are cru-
cial for our system, and they need to be essentially accessed
by both DApps and smart contracts. Therefore, we designed
our smart contract to store such violations as part of contract
storage. Additionally, they are recorded inside event logs.
However, the purpose of using events is to provide a means
of continuously watching violations and notify users dur-
ing their occurrence, as discussed in the following sections.
Events, a cheaper form of storage, allow the convenient usage
of the EVM logging facilities. The passed arguments in an
event are treated as logs instead of data and are stored in the
transaction’s logs in addition to the blockchain. Transaction
logs, a special data structure in the blockchain, are associ-
ated with the contract’s address and are incorporated within
the blockchain. Since they are not part of the blockchain
itself, they do not directly undergo the applied consensus
protocols. However, they are verified by the blockchain since
the transaction receipt hashes are stored inside the blocks.
Events can be useful in DApps since they allow the DApps to
subscribe to them. However, they are not readable by smart
contracts [35].

The violations are split into five categories; temperature,
opening/closing of the container, luminosity levels, humidity
levels, and the location breach. Each of the five violations
has a separate function to record its occurrence. The function
takes as a parameter an integer that would be sent from the
microcontroller in an encoded form. Within the function,
an event associated with each violation type will be emitted.
The design of our smart contract is shown using the UML
diagram in Fig. 8.

Using the Infura endpoints, connections to the deployed
smart contract can be established given the API and the con-
tract address. Web3, an Ethereum JavaScript API, provides
us with a collection of libraries that allow the interaction
with the remote node using an HTTP or IPC connection.
Web3 also provides means to have DApps subscribe to events
since they provide an event filtering functionality that can

FIGURE 8. UML diagram of the Ethereum smart contract.

keep watching for the occurrence of an event. Accordingly,
designing the smart contract to emit certain events pertaining
to their respective violations allow the development of an
event listener app using Web3. In case the event listener
detects an event, notifications are triggered to inform the
respective stakeholders of the occurrence of a violation. The
event listener and trigger can then be converted to Azure
functions.

After live measurements about the well-being of the con-
tainer and its integrity are collected on the microcontroller
(Arduino), they are processed to check if they are within
the accepted values. If violations are detected, a transaction
should immediately be broadcasted from the Arduino to the
blockchain, in order to document the occurrence of the rele-
vant violation. Pre-defined raw transactions pertaining to the
different types of violations can be prepared and signed. Once
the violation occurs, the associated raw transaction can then
be sent to the blockchain network to be mined. Similarly, col-
lected data is sent and stored in the cloud. This guarantees that
the occurrence of a violation has been immediately sent to the
blockchain, without the possibility of having any tampering
made to it when the data resides in the edge node. In addition,
the nature of our system, which functions during the different
stages of cargo transportation, makes it inapplicable to rely on
hosting edge nodes. They may be transported over different
regions, including remote areas, by land, sea, as well as air,
which all together present obstacles that hinder our ability
to have enough edge nodes throughout. The flow of data,
shown in Fig.7, in blockchain smart contracts starts by calling
the Ethereum functions and processing the request and could
end up with triggering relevant events. On the DApp level,
the violations are pulled from smart contract events, as seen
in the flow shown in Fig.9

V. IMPLEMENTATION
This section shows the implementation of the aforementioned
smart shipping container. The design choices are presented
regarding the master device, slave device, cloud services, and
the blockchain platform. The laser-cut shipment container
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FIGURE 9. Pulling violations from Ethereum events.

FIGURE 10. CryptoCargo shipment container prototype.

is shown in Fig. 10, which is the transportation box that
encompasses all the physical components that are going to be
discussed in greater detail. All microcontrollers, sensors, and
evidently, the shipment itself are available in the shipment
box, that is connected to the cloud servers, as well as the
blockchain network. As a matter of fact, these sensors and
microcontrollers can be embedded into any shipping con-
tainer in order to be used for this purpose. The rest of the
system components, including the blockchain smart contracts
and cloud services can be slightly adjusted for the entity that
is implementing this approach.

A. MASTER DEVICE
The Arduino MKR GSM 1400 with an Arduino MKR GPS
Shieldwas utilized to be themaster device. In order to connect
to the cloud, the device first connects to the MQTT broker
using the username and password defined on the cloud. The
device is verified by using a self-signed certificate. The con-
nection is made through the Arduino MQTT Library. Fig. 11
shows a part of the code used to set up the connection in order
to connect and send messages to the cloud.

To send a transaction to the blockchain, the master device
formats and then sends a string to the slave device. The string
contains the function name, which determines the violation
type, as well as all the sensor readings at the time of the
violation. A violation is only sent once every minute to avoid
overwhelming the slave device. The same violation type will
only be sent once every ten minutes to avoid repeating trans-
actions. A snippet of the code used to send sensor readings to
the cloud is shown Fig. 12.

The sensor readings are read frequently to detect any viola-
tions instantly, and all the values are stored in global variables
so that they can be easily read by the different functions. The
stored sensor readings are then compared to the normal values

FIGURE 11. MQTT setup by connecting to the MQTT broker.

FIGURE 12. Publishing messages comprising sensor readings to the cloud.

to determine if a violation is present. In case a violation is
found, the transaction is sent to the blockchain. The sensors
are connected as shown in Fig. 13. Additionally, the GPS
Shield is connected through the I2C bus and does not have
any pin connections.
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FIGURE 13. Connection scheme for the sensors with the master device.

FIGURE 14. Physical connection between master and slave devices.

B. SLAVE DEVICE
Our choice of slave device was based on library compatibility,
in addition to its size and capabilities. The master and slave
devices are connected together as shown in Fig. 14. The
devices share a common ground, as well as the 5V power
source. Additionally, in order to have a serial connection we
have two wires, RX/TX to transfer the required information.
On the slave device, the device continuously listens for mes-
sages. It checks the string tomake sure it is suitable and passes
it to the function. The function prepares all the transaction
parameters, signs the transaction, and sends it to the smart
contract. All this is done using the modified Web3 of the
Arduino library, as shown in Fig. 15.
In addition to improving the Arduino library to fix major

compilation and run-time errors, we changed the way the
function works because the data parameters were previously
formatted by functions in the library. This presented numer-
ous difficulties and logical errors. Finally, the gas price for
each transaction was stored and passed from an integer vari-
able. This limited the gas price to the maximum value that can
be stored in an integer variable. To fix this, we changed the
library to read the value from a string. To summarize, the flow
of data in both master and slave IoT devices is presented
in Fig. 16. This flow encompasses the flow of data as from

FIGURE 15. Formulating the transaction parameters and sending it to the
smart contract.

FIGURE 16. Flow of data in master and slave IoT devices.

sensor readings to preparation of transactions to be published
to the Ethereum smart contract.

C. CLOUD SERVICE
A resource group was created on Azure to hold all the Cloud
services and resources for this project. The web application,
IoT Hub, Azure Storage Account, and server-less functions
were deployed and configured successfully. The IoT Hub
was given the namespace SmartShippingContainerHub, and
the storage to hold the device data was called sscontain-
errecords. The CryptoCargo app service is the platform to
host, configure, andmanage the web application.When creat-
ing this service, PHP was chosen as the code stack to be used.
The app service comes with an ‘‘App Service Plan,’’ which
basically acts as an abstraction of the infrastructure the web
app would run on. The app service plan can be used to scale
the web app resources and monitor their health. An ‘‘Appli-
cation Insights’’ service is also provided with app service.
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This can be used to monitor the application through ana-
lytics dashboards. The sscmessageroute Azure function sim-
ilarly has an App Service Plan and Application Insights.
The MySQL database cannot be seen as a service as a
MySQL server was not created. However, MySQL was
deployed within the web app service with Azure’s new fea-
ture that allows this for PHP applications. When deployed,
the MySQL database would share the same hardware
resources as the web application, and the required creden-
tials would be found in an environment variable that can
be accessed with web app code. This configuration model
is great for developmental and testing purposes; however,
an independent MySQL server should be deployed for a
high-scale production environment.

The Azure IoT Hub was created through the Azure Market
Place on the Azure Portal. A free pricing plan was selected
for the purpose of this implementation. The hub was given
the name SmartShippingContainer Hub and was hosted on
the closest region (EU-West) for the best performance. After
the service was successfully created and deployed, it was
managed through a dashboard or by using Azure’s CLI. For
testing purposes, a simulated device is run to send teleme-
try to the hub. The device simulation program is written
in the C language and uses the Azure IoT Hub C SDK
libraries, which would be used for Arduino devices. However,
the simulated device is authenticated with the symmetric key
method, where the device and hub would share the same key
generated byAzure. The simulated devicewas registeredwith
MyCDevice as its ID. An Azure Function was developed and
deployed to process incoming messages to the Azure IoT
Hub.

The messages arrive from a source with a device ID and
have a time-stamp showing the arrival time. The Azure func-
tion is triggered by the arrival of messages. The function
simply takes the device ID and finds the associated shipment
the device is currently on. The message data is then stored
on an Azure storage account. Thus, that file will contain all
sensor measurement data sent to the cloud by that particular
device when it was on that particular shipment. This way,
when retrieving the data by the web app using only the
shipment ID and device ID, all the data for that shipment
and device will be retrieved. In addition, the function appends
the time-stamp of the message arrival to the message content
itself. This is to keep a record of the time the measurements
were taken. This is because the originally recorded message
time-stamp refers to the arrival time to the cloud, which is
slightly different (in milliseconds) compared to the time it is
recorded on the device. To be able to develop this function,
the Azure Storage Client SDK package was needed to be
added to the source code of the function [36].

The shipment ID can be found in a blob that will be stored
on the storage account beforehand called the IDreference.
The file, or blob, will basically hold all the device IDs along
with the corresponding shipment ID that is linked to it as
a device can only be on a single shipment at a time. This
file is constantly updated when a device is launched on a

shipment and when a shipment is completed. After finding
the shipment ID from the IDreference file and appending
the time-stamp to the message data, a BlobClient is created
with the path format specified previously. If no blob exists
with that path and name, then one is created with just the
message data that was received. The data is stored as a JSON
array of data objects. If a blob does exist, then the content is
downloaded, the new data is appended to the existing array,
and the new content is uploaded to overwrite the existing file.
For testing purposes, a simulated device program is run to
send random temperature and humidity data to the hub. The
simulated device is given the ID MyCDevice and is linked to
the shipment ID sim1. As messages arrive at the IoT Hub,
the function gets triggered and executes. Using the Azure
portal’s storage explorer for Storage Accounts, the saved
messages can be found in their appropriate blob. The Azure
Function was published to Azure using the publishing profile
available in the Azure Functions Service. The function is
triggered whenever a message is received by the IoT Hub.

D. BLOCKCHAIN & SMART CONTRACTS
To gain access to a full Ethereum node, an account was
set up with Infura. Infura presents an interface to access
such Ethereum nodes on both Ethereum mainnet and test-
nets. Based on the API keys, endpoints to the different
Ethereum networks are provided through HTTP. Infura does
not hold any private keys and hence does not generate
Ethereum wallets. Metamask was used to generate our
Ethereum wallet. Once a Metamask account was set up,
we set it to use the Ropsten Testnet. The wallet was filled
with funds (Ethers) using free online (Ether Faucets), such
as from https://faucet.metamask.io/. As with every Ethereum
wallet, Metamask provides our account with a unique account
address and a private key. Details about our account and
its transactions can be found on Etherscan, the leading
BlockExplorer for the Ethereum blockchain. A BlockEx-
plorer is a search engine that allows users to look up,
confirm, and validate transactions being carried out on the
Ethereum blockchain. The smart contract is written in Solid-
ity language. Solidity is an object-oriented, high-level lan-
guage, designed to target the EVM and for implementing
smart contracts. The smart contract was then deployed on
a test blockchain network using Remix. Remix is a web
browser-based IDE that allows writing to Solidity smart
contracts, deploying, and running them. Having Metamask
installed and logged in on our browser allows us to make
use of its injected Web3 environment to deploy the smart
contract. Another possible alternative is to use an endpoint to
aWeb3 provider, throughHTTP or IPC. For testing and devel-
opment purposes, Remix also promotes a sandbox blockchain
in the browser to execute transactions on, called JavaScript
VM environment.

Once the smart contract is deployed, it can be found
on Etherscan using its uniquely assigned contract address.
Since it was deployed using our Metamask Ethereum wal-
let account, our wallet account address can be seen in the
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FIGURE 17. Live status page on the web app displaying sensor readings
in real-time.

contract creator field. To call functions and retrieve data
from the smart contract in our DApps, Web3 is needed.
A Web3 library named ‘Web3.min.js’ is downloaded and is
imported into our code. In addition, inside our DApps code,
the Web3 provider is defined through an HTTP link to our
Infura endpoint. Using Metamask’s injected Web3 is also
possible. To create a Web3 contract instance, two arguments
need to be passed to the Web3.eth.Contract: the contract’s
unique address and the contract’s ABI. The smart contract
is then converted from the high-level Solidity language to
bytecode to run on the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM)
when compiled. ABI comprises a list of the contract’s func-
tions, variables, constants, and arguments in JSON format.
It is intended for encoding and decoding data into and out of
transactions. ABI also indicates the functions’ signatures and
variables’ declarations that are needed to achieve understand-
able calls to the contract’s bytecode in the EVM.

E. DECENTRALIZED APPLICATION
A PHP web application was fully implemented according
to our design to provide users with monitoring and track-
ing capabilities. The user experience can be seen in the
figure below, showcasing the user perspective flow of the
application. The application has a home page, live status
page, monitoring, and tracking page, and a violations view
page. The bootstrap framework was used to help building the
GUI of the application, which was built from scratch. The
application starts with the home page after the user has been
authenticated. This page simply queries the user shipments
and displays them along with their details. This information
is pulled from the MySQL database. The user can select a
shipment from here to be redirected to its live status page.

The live status page, shown Fig. 17, displays to the
user the latest readings received on the cloud from the IoT
device. The temperature, humidity, luminosity, and the lid
status of the container are displayed. A Google map iframe is
also presented with the latest location of the container pinned.
The map is generated with Google maps API for JavaScript.
This page also has a pie chart that breaks down the recorded
violations on the blockchain by type. The Web3 JavaScript
library is used to pull the number of transactions for each

FIGURE 18. tracking the shipment journey while monitoring all vitals and
location.

type of violation. When loading the page, the latest data
entry is pulled from the Azure Blob Storage using the Azure
Blob Storage SDK for PHP, which helps us to manipulate a
storage account service along with its containers and blobs.
The connection string to the storage account is used to create
the storage client on PHP. To retrieve the data, a blob client
is created with the connection string, and then the client is
used to retrieve a blob by passing its container and path. The
content stream of the blob is then retrieved. These values
are passed to the front-end to display. To have the page
dynamically update the data, a recursive function was written
in the JavaScript code to call a built Rest API for the latest
readings. The function then updates the displayed data and
the Google Map location. Rather than having the JavaScript
connect directly to the storage, the PHP API was built to
keep the connection to the storage secure by obscuring it from
the user by applying it on the server side. The API pulls the
latest data, similarly to what was explained before, and sends
it as a reply. The shipment and device IDs are expected as
input. From the live status page, the user can navigate to the
monitoring and tracking, or the violations pages using buttons
at the bottom of the page.

To monitor and track the shipment journey, the entire
shipment data is pulled from the Azure Blob Storage, using
a similar approach to the one explained earlier. On this page,
however, the entire record is taken rather than just the latest
readings, as shown in Fig. 18. The data is split into arrays that
hold each metric independently (temperature array, humidity
array, etc.). These arrays are then passed to the front-end
for visualization. An open-source JavaScript library called
chart.js was used to graph this data. The data arrays are passed
to the Chart.js function to create charts. The monitoring page
provides the generated charts by having them in Bootstrap
tabs that can be navigated through. The page also displays
a map with the route taken by the shipment plotted. The
route was plotted using polylines defined in the Google Maps
API. In the front-end DApp, users are given the feature of
viewing violations’ information directly retrieved from the
blockchain. As shown in Fig. 19, on the left side of the page,
a scrollable pane exists that displays headings of all violations
currently recorded. Filters can also be applied to restrict the
search to a certain type of violation type only. Once a heading
is clicked on, all violation information is retrieved from the
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FIGURE 19. Frontend page retrieving blockchain-stored data.

smart contract and is displayed to the user. Again, methods
of Web3.js are used to interact with the smart contract, and
Google Maps APIs from a Google Cloud Platform account
are utilized to employ the maps. Bootstrap is used to improve
the CSS and JavaScript-based user interface design of the
page.

Infura and Web3 provide two types of Ethereum APIs:
‘‘Call,’’ which does not cost any gas value, and ‘‘Transac-
tion,’’ which requires gas to be sent. ‘‘Call’’ can be used to
access the functions defined in the smart contract and hence
ABI. Since reading data from the blockchain requires no
transactions to be carried out, there is no need for mining nor
for paying gas. Thus, the Ethereum account address and its
private key are not included in the front-end code, as opposed
to including it in the Arduino where the transactions are
sent and generated. Consequently, such function calls to read
state can be made directly from the Ethereum node we are
connected to, which is the Infura node in our case. When
the page loads, the ‘‘allEvents’’ filter is applied by default to
display all the available recorded violations. A different filter
pertaining to a different violation type can be applied. Based
on the chosen filter, the event name of the violation type is
passed as an input to the displayViolations function.

Inside the displayViolations function, the Web3 method
getPastEvents followed by the event name retrieves an array
of event objects, with all their details. To search for all events,
the ‘‘allEvents’’ keyword can be used. Variables and methods
such as block number, event name, and the return value of
the event object can then also be individually called. Row
handlers are then initiated from within the displayViolations
function and the associated event elements like the block
number and transaction hash are called and displayed when
the violation is clicked on.

Based on the way our violation details were generated
and sent from the Arduino, the violation details are stored
on the blockchain in an encoded decimal form stored in a
pre-defined format. As a result, the returnValues returned by
the event object are passed as inputs to our getBlockchain-
Info function to be decoded. The getBlockchainInfo func-
tion decodes the blockchain-stored violation by first convert-
ing the long decimal to hexadecimal. The message is long

FIGURE 20. Transaction details displayed on the testnet Ropsten
blockchain explorer.

enough that the built-in JavaScript decimal to hex converters
fail to convert them correctly. As a result, an open-source
function decToHex is used instead. Once the data is con-
verted to a 33 digits Hex output, they are parsed and split
into separate variables representing the GPS longitude and
latitude positions, temperature, humidity, luminosity, and
container open/close. All results are then displayed on the
output, whereas the GPS longitude and latitude coordinates
are passed to Google Map’s initMap function. In the initMap
function, the GPS longitude, and latitude coordinates are used
to display a marker at the position of the shipment, with other
possible options like a marker title. The coordinates of the
allowable geographic boundaries that do not cause a GPS
violation are also set and are highlighted on the map with a
green color. The map is then used with all features provided
by Google’s APIs. The pie chart shown in Fig. 17 visualizing
the violations transactions recorded on the blockchain, uses
Canvas.js library for the chart along with Web3.js to inter-
act with the smart contract. The getPastEvents function of
Web3.js is used to retrieve an array of all the events stored
on the blockchain for each of the five different types of
violations. Because of its asynchronous callback nature, all
five functions are called successively, with every call being
encapsulated in the previous one. The chart is then populated
with the respective violation data by accessing the length of
violations stored in each array of particular events, and their
respective labels are given following which chart is rendered
and displayed.

The entire process described above is presented visually for
a better grasp of the process flow. Figs. 21 and 22 present the
entire flow of data between the different DAppfiles, including
the usage of different APIs throughout. These compromise
all the features offered by the DApp including monitoring,
shipment tracking, and violation reporting.

VI. TESTING AND VALIDATION
To test the master and slave devices, we tested the Arduino
in a local environment where the output could be seen on a
computer. Additionally, to verify the functionality, we tested
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FIGURE 21. Transaction details displayed on the testnet Ropsten
blockchain explorer.

to see if a transaction was successfully posted, as shown
in Fig. 20. In this figure, we can see that the board publishes a
message roughly every 25 seconds, meaning that it is meeting
the time requirements. Also, we notice that when a violation
occurred, it sent out the formatted string correctly. To verify
the transaction, we looked at the smart contract on Etherscan,
as shown in Fig. 20. By looking at this page, we notice that
the transaction was posted a few seconds after the device sent
it. Furthermore, we also noted that the input data field was
identical to the string sent from the device. This tells us that
the system is functioning as expected.

Various tests were conducted to verify and evaluate the
functionality of the system. The solution objectives were val-
idated as messages successfully reached the user application
from the IoT device, by going through the IoT Hub, the Azure
Function, and the Azure Storage. The performance of the

FIGURE 22. Transaction details displayed on the testnet Ropsten
blockchain explorer.

Cloud back-end can be evaluated using Azure’s built-in ana-
lytics for the services deployed for this project as they follow
the PaaS and FaaS models. The Azure function analytics are
shown in Fig. 23 for the final testing period of the system.
It can be seen that 359 IoT messages were processed with
0 failures. It can also be seen that the average server response
time is 1.37 seconds. This takes into account the firing delay
of the function (as it is server-less), the processing time,
and the delay of uploading the data to the storage. Thus,
an average delay of 1.37 seconds is due to storing the IoT
Hub messages on the Blob Storage.

The performance of the Azure Storage Account can be
seen in Fig. 24 for the duration of the testing period. It can
be seen that the storage had an availability score of 100%,
so there was no downtime faced. The average latency can
be seen to be 43.36ms. Over the 4,206 recorded transactions,
only 16 authorization errors were encountered. These could
be due to accessing attempts from outside the project scope,
as the functionality of the project was fully validated. Further
investigation is needed to specifically identify the causes of
these errors. Regardless, the success rate of transactions was
over 99.6%.

The server response time for the web app can be seen
in Fig. 25. No failures were encountered for the testing dura-
tion, and the server averaged a response time of 13.65ms.
The tier used does not provide the ‘‘on all the time’’ fea-
ture. Instead, the server is started up when URL access
is attempted. This causes a small delay when first loading
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FIGURE 23. Azure Function Analytics for the testing period.

up the website. However, browsing is seamless afterward.
By combining all the service delays, we expect an average
response time for the entire cloud subsystem to be around
1.43 seconds. Such delays are considered as the IoT device
sends messages every 25 seconds rather than 30 seconds.
Thus, with these delays, the user should still receive the
live updates within 30 seconds, which was the soft real-time
requirement of the project.

VII. CHALLENGES AND FUTURE WORK
The blockchain and its underlying infrastructure are still
considered emerging technologies. In addition, many of the
available tools, such as the Web3 Arduino libraries, are not
yet mature, or do not receive consistent patches or improve-
ments. These issues hinder the adoption of such applications
in the industry at the current time as most companies are not
ready yet to transfer their work flows and substitute themwith
other technologies, such as the blockchain, regardless of the
added benefit gained. As future improvements to our product,
our solution can have its services adapt more effectively to a
larger scale of shipments by having the smart contract and

FIGURE 24. Azure storage analytics and insights.

FIGURE 25. Server response time for the duration of testing derived from
the web app analytics.

their linked shipment pages generate automatically, rather
than manually. Improvements can also be done on the fron-
tend DApps to enhance the user experience of the website.
For instance, additional features can be added to allow users
to zoom in into the available charts and receive more detailed
visualizations of the time period they are interested in. The
responsiveness of the DApp can be further enhanced to allow
better handling of different types of devices, including phones
and tablets. Native apps can also be configured as an alter-
native to the browser-based apps. On the hardware level,
a customized single chip can be used instead of the 2 boards
we are currently using as a proof of work. Additional local
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storage capabilities to support cases of overseas shipments
that pass through phases of no cellular coverage can also be
utilized.

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced a fully functional, blockchain-
powered solution (CryptoCargo) that comprises a smart con-
tainer system to track shipments and identifies any threats to
the health of the package. CryptoCargo utilises blockchain’s
cryptographic foundations and smart contracts to achieve
a trustworthy log of violations reported by the container.
Additionally, CryptoCargo uses cloud-based services such as
Azure IoT Hub to achieve real-time communication with the
smart container facilitating accurate reporting and analytics.
In order to achieve a usable solution, CrypoCargo implements
a secure web-based dashboard application for end-users to
query shipment information, visualise shipment location, and
perform analytics. CryptoCargo has been evaluated to val-
idate its function as well as performance efficiency which
demonstrated its effectiveness in achieving a secure end-
to-end shipment tracking in a trustworthy manner.
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